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A Different Oak Story
The largest rain forest in the world is the Amazon Rainforest,
which covers as much land as all of Europe. Just thirty years ago,
when I was a little girl, it was very dense with trees – if a monkey
wanted to travel from the Andes to the Atlantic coast, it could jump
along branches for the entire 3000-kilometre-long journey. Today, it
would have to walk on the ground in many areas.
Cutting down the rainforest, a haven for our planet, is an ecological trauma to the Earth. Centuries-old trees are being felled for
the touristic and other purposes. Sixty-metre-high trees, trees as
high as a skyscraper, are cut down to nothing in less than a minute.
In this part of the world, in South America, a rainforest area the size
of two football fields disappears every minute. Open fields, motorways, golf courses and oil drillings appear on the cleared land.
If deforestation continues at such a speed, rainforests will be
ruined for forever before the end of this century. Together with rainforests, many animal and plant species will become extinct. Orangutans, gorillas, tigers, giant pandas, red pandas, Asiatic wild dogs,
rhinoceroses, many birds and other animal species might only be
able to be admired on photographs or maybe in zoos.
Is it too late already?
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In the Columbian rain forest, an unknown species of Titi monkey
has been discovered. The newly documented brown-grey monkey is
a cat-sized, red-bearded primate which lives in coherent family
groups. While the Titi population is small, its discovery reminds us
that we have to respect and preserve the diversity of our planet.
Dear young readers, you can help out the Titi through your own
education and responsible behaviour towards nature and the Earth, so
that when you grow up, the Titi will be able to cover the distance from
the mountains to the ocean on the branchy highway of treetops.
Tanja Fajon,
Member of European Parliament
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Stanislav The Oak
Little Bojan had almost stuck his teeth in the cow's neck, something that he really liked to do, when
suddenly the neck shook him away. Bojan landed on the ground and the cow that he had been targeting
for a week – he had finally succeeded today - kicked him so hard with its front leg that it sent him
flying, high into the air and far away from the flowering meadow...
5
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"Ouch!" Bojan frowned. Flashes of lightning raced
through his head and he could see thousands of little
birds circling in front of his eyes.
Before fully regaining consciousness, he heard a soft,
gentle voice: "Do you think that this has been painful only
for you? It hasn't been pleasant for me either, you know."
"Hey, who's this?"
"Well, who do you think it is? The one you came
crashing down onto."
Bojan, more scared than ever, mumbled to himself:
"Mmm, ok, Bojan, you're in shock – it just seems that you
are hearing a tree talk to you."
But then he heard a pleasant laughter. "No, you're not
hearing things in your head. I actually am talking to you."
This was followed by more laughter.
He looked at the small but, as he had recently
experienced, very hard tree, and could see that it had
two small eyes and a hole from which birds flew. When
the tree laughed, he could see the hole change shape.
He had mistaken this for a hallucination.
No, he could not take this anymore: Bojan, the little
bat, passed out.

6
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When night fell, the wind brought voices which were soon
accompanied by the sight of peculiar creatures flying out of the
dark sky.
"Look, there he is, lying here on the ground."
"Let's go get him. Let's use him to play ball!"
"Ha ha."
"Yeah! And we don't even need fireflies, because he is so
white that we can see him, anyway!"
"Ha ha."
A gang of bats who were slightly bigger than Bojan was
roaring with laughter. As the biggest of them was trying to kick
Bojan, who was still lying rolled in a ball on the
ground in front of the small oak tree, the oak shouted:
"Hey!" The bats froze.
"What's that?"
"Dude, was it you?"
"No, was it you?"
"Come on, don't lie, who was it?"
The biggest bat turned to Bojan: "It was him. That albino bat
that is still unable to feed himself properly. Let's get this
good-for-nothing."
While he was again trying to kick the white bat on the ground,
he noticed that two little red eyes were staring at him - from the tree.
"What the...?"
When the frightened bat turned towards his gang, he saw that
everyone was gone. Quickly, before one of the small tree's branches
could hit him, he flew up and started yelling at the top of his voice:
"You cowards! I'm going to beat all of you up when I find you!"
A thin branch of the tree slapped at him, sending him whirling
into the air. The only sound heard was: "Aaaaaaaa, let me goooo!
Aaaaa! Heeeelp!" Then the voice disappeared into the dark night.

7
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Bojan, who was observing these events
through only one eye, was too scared to
move. He felt a gentle tickling on his face.
Unable to help himself, he started giggling.
"Alright, alright, I'm awake," he said,
jumping to his feet and turning towards
the small oak tree. "Thank you."
"You're welcome," the oak said, grinning.
"Why did you do that? Why did you
defend me? You don't even know me."
"Could you just sit still and do nothing
while a group of bullies played ball with a
helpless creature? With somebody that had
passed out because of you?
"Mmm, I don't know..." Little Bojan, who
really was glowing in the dark night like a
moon, was thinking that he should probably
stick his teeth into the neck of a helpless
creature and satisfy his rumbling tummy,
but he did not want to say that aloud.
On the other hand, he still could not
believe that this tree was actually talking.
"Who are you, anyway?" He couldn't help
his curiosity.
"I'm Stanislav. Stanislav the oak,"
the little tree replied.

8

The Word Of The Woods: "This is how
friendships and alliances are made in my
embrace, between the big and the small,
between the beautiful and the less beautiful,
between the common and the uncommon.
Lasting and enduring friendships..."
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Painful Farewell
"No! Don't touch them. Mum, Dad! Noooo!"
The lumberjacks felt a gust of hot air bursting against them as they cut down the mighty trees. Their
helmets were blown off their heads and their bodies stopped moving for a moment. They felt as if they
had been crashed against a wall, and they could barely hold onto the axes in their hands. A large bulldozer –
the lumberjacks call it a Tiger - that was removing the branches of the tree was shaking, and the branches
that it had collected flew up into the air.
The dishevelled men, covered in sweat, looked at one another. Their blood ran cold because of this
strange phenomenon; they had no idea what had happened. It felt like the anger of the entire planet had
been concentrated in the air in a single second. After a long minute of utter silence, when a fresh breeze
could be felt again and the birds returned to singing, they
heard their boss' voice say, as if nothing had happened:
"Come on, no time to be lazy, let's cut these trees down!"

The Woods: "These people
are not very wise. If they had
taken this as a warning,
if they had understood the
angry force that struck them,
if they had realised that this
was a sign of how bad
Nature, which seems to be
invulnerable, feels, if they
had become aware of how
intolerable their actions
were..., they would have
stopped. But they did not
know what they had started.
They had started a war.
A war against their planet."

9
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"No, I don't want to be alone. Make them come back..." Stanislav's voice faded away amidst the
murmuring of the creek, the hooting of nocturnal birds, the unpleasant rustling of the wind.
The little oak was shaking. He was crying so hard that all his leaves fell off and the tears formed a large
puddle in front of him, which the soil could not absorb fast enough. The lumberjacks did not take the branches
of his friends and family far away, so the little oak could still see them – along with his parents, who had lost
their mightiness in a second. All that was left of them seemed to be old wood on dusty ground.
It had taken these trees more than a hundred years to grow. They had offered shelter to so many animals,
they had caressed smaller plants with their branches and they had become one with the enormous forest
which used to be so dense. And then the men came and gave the woods a new image – an unfriendly
and desolate one. And now, event the mightiest of the oak trees was gone.
When night fell, Stanislav The Oak heard squeaking and fluttering.
"Stanislav, Stanislav, wake up." Bojan, the little albino bat, was not giving up. He had been flying around
the small tree for hours, trying to wake him. He bumped against it until his little body was sore, but
this did not help. He had even tried to upset the cow that kicked him and was "guilty" for him meeting
Stanislav in the first place. He was thinking that he should try to receive another kick, so that he would
crash into the small oak again, when he heard a mumbling.
"Go away. Leave me alone."
"Hey! You're awake! Stanislav, don't fall asleep, please." Bojan did not want to lose his only friend and
a powerful protector, even though he was only a small tree. He did not want the small oak to succumb
to sadness, because he still had so many years to live.
"Please, let me help you, Stanislav..."
"Help? How? Are you going to bring my parents back to life? Are you going to chase away the lumberjacks?
Are you going to give me my branches back?" Because he had no tears left, he could not cry anymore, and he
had turned pale out of sadness. But his eyes, otherwise black, were now red, like always when he was angry.
Bojan remained silent, because he knew that he could not say "yes" to any of those questions. He lay
down at Stanislav's roots and mumbled: "Just don't leave us, please." Then he fell asleep.
The Woods: "Like all the inhabitants of my realm, Bojan knew that Stanislav was the only descendant of the
two mightiest oak trees to be had far and wide, and maybe even in the entire world. They were more than a
thousand years old and they were taller than any other tree. Little Stanislav inherited their wisdom and greatness;
even as a small tree, he was taller than the other trees of his age. With their felling, he also received his parents'
vital powers. But he felt that he needed to take revenge against the humans – those creatures that did not seem
natural to him. And this feeling grew every day, spurred by his thoughts on the fact that a little man had cut
down his mighty parents..."
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The Runaway Tree
"Bojan, go already."
"No. I told you I'm not going anywhere."
"Go. You need to live your own life," Stanislav said with a weary voice to the now-plump
but still completely white bat. "Look at you! You won't be able to enjoy life like that."
"Thank you very much. I'm always grateful to hear these words from you."
"Well, it's true. You're fat, you don't take care of yourself, you still don't know how to feed yourself, you
don't know any other bats, except for those bandits that still occasionally make fun of you... and you haven't
seen any of the world yet."
Stanislav was trying to be convincing, but he was tired of giving his friend the same speech every day –
to leave him and to start living his own life.
"Oh, yeah, and you've seen more of the world than I have, haven't you? And you've spoken to others,
haven't you? Why do you have to go on and on with the same speech, day after day?"
Bojan had had enough of it.
"Oh, I can see the whole wide world from here. I sing along with the birds and I pat the snakes, I whistle to the
rabbits and I wink at the squirrels. My life is the way it is supposed to be and I want yours to be like that as well."
Bojan knew that Stanislav meant well, because he only wanted the best for him and for all the other
creatures living in the forest, but he also knew that the pain that the oak had started to feel when a man
walked into the woods and took away his parents had not and would probably never leave.
"Ok, I'll go visit Mara and be back this evening," he said.
"Well, thank you." Stanislav was relieved that he had finally managed to persuade the bat to go somewhere.
Today he could go see Mara, tomorrow he could go a little further and the day after, again a little further, until
he found his own happiness. He closed his red eyes and fell asleep.

13
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As he was falling asleep, he could hear his father's voice saying what he had told him when he had asked
him where people took the big old trees from the surroundings: "Stanislav, look at Anton from the other
forest. He is almost five hundred years old and he can hardly wait to become a piece of furniture. That way
he can be young again and he will shine again in all his beauty. He also wishes for a part of him to become
paper, so that he can carry important information, which would make him some sort of agent.
"But these wishes come with age, when you can barely hold up your crown and it's hard to fight against
the winds, when your trunk is cracking and you feel pain in each and every branch. That's when comes the
time to find a new mission. But to cut down a tree that has not yet lived to its final age and has not offered
shelter to all kinds of animals, this is a sin against The Woods. And, you know, Stanislav, The Woods can take
revenge against those who disregard the rules that keep everything in harmony. I have heard stories of how
angry The Woods can get, but they are from the old days, thousands of years ago, when people almost
exterminated us and The Woods did not have any other choice but to strike back."

14
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Brrrm. Brrrrrm...
Stanislav was awoken by a strange noise that was too well-known to him. His roots began contracting
and stretching...
"This red tree is coming back with us today! Let's do it!"
"But, boss, shouldn't we let this one grow a little more? Look how fast it got to a good fifteen metres,
in only three years! This one has got potential!"
"Who's the boss, you or me? Get cutting and saw!!!" replied the voice in a shout so familiar to Stanislav.
The voice of a small, fat creature on two legs, giving orders to dozens of other little men dressed in brown
uniforms with red helmets on their heads. They were in a hurry to finish their work with saws and axes,
and a large machine was approaching from a distance.
"What did they call it? Oh, yeah, the Tiger," Stanislav remembered.

15
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Bojan had a strange feeling. When he was flying to see Mara, the cow that kicked him into Stanislav
years ago and was now an old acquaintance of his – he had since decided to drink her milk instead of her
blood, which was why he had got a little fat, but at least his rumbling stomach did not drive him crazy
anymore – he kept thinking about his friend Stanislav. His friend had made him a better creature: He helped
other animals, he talked to insects and he enjoyed the environment around him. It is true that he did not
have any friends of his own kind, but his thoughts were: "If that's how it's meant to be, then so be it."
Then he was hit by a black, hot cloud, a force which he had never experienced before, and was thrown
into the nearby bushes, where he lost consciousness.
"Noooooooo!!!" Stanislav roared before the lumberjack could touch his trunk with the sharp saw.
The sky turned dark under the shadow of the raging clouds, and the brrrm-brrrming of the engine sound
was interrupted by the furious howling of wolves. The ground shuddered under the hooves of deer, under
the paws of bears and wild cats; the undergrowth shook as all the small animals began scrambling around
anxiously. Everyone was ready to fight the common enemies – the humans.
It was time.
Stanislav's eyelids rose slowly, revealing his sad, angry eyes. He suddenly saw hundreds of animals of all
sizes. They all had something in common – anticipation and a desire to rebel.

16
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Before Stanislav was completely aware of what was going on, he felt a prickling in his cramping roots
and a pain like never before. He saw flashes before his eyes and day turned into night. Soil flew everywhere
as his roots were flung up to eye level and then thrown back to the ground, all while whipping around in
the air like the tentacles of an octopus. His crown was screaming in agony, bursting, and his trunk was
cracking with the power forced at him. As he was dragged along by his roots, Stanislav did not stop roaring;
the pain was blinding him. He could not see, he could only tell that he was sliding along the damp ground
with a fresh breeze pushing him forward.
All the powers of the forest accumulated in Stanislav and went to every part of his being. There is no
other force like this – a force that has been sleeping for too long and is craving justice and revenge. The
mighty red oak jumped into the air and landed on one of the nearby hills. His roots hit the ground so
hard that the hill split in two. Thus, the last and the mightiest protector of the woods was reborn.
The lumberjacks were stunned. They came out from behind the trees and bushes where they had found
shelter when the same strange force which they had experienced three years previous, when they had been
warned by its unpleasant hot breath and which they still talked about over drinks in the bar after work,
came upon them again. A while passed, and the thick clouds of soil and dust finally settled. The only thing
they could see where the mighty oak tree had stood was an enormous hole.
When they timidly approached the hole, they could see a squeaking, fat white bat, something else that
they had never seen before. They heard an angry snarling behind them, but they were so terrified that they
did not dare turn around.
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A few minutes before all this, on the other side of the forest...
"Bojan, Bojan! Wake up!" A small titmouse was fluttering around Bojan,
slapping him with its microscopic wings.
"Mm, what?" Bojan was still confused. "Where am I? What happened?"
"Bojan, Stanislav..." The titmouse was gasping for breath.
"What happened to Stanislav?" the bat said, now fully awake and alert.
"He ran away."
"What? What do you mean? Have you gone crazy? Stanislav is an oak..."
Bojan was becoming cranky, because he thought that the titmouse was trying to pull his leg.
"No, it's true. Come on!" The titmouse pulled him out from the brush, fluttering its wings to give him
some impetus to fly to the place from where it had come. It worked, and Bojan flew faster than ever. He
was so agitated that he could not stop squeaking, which attracted the attention of a pack of wolves that
looked angrily in his direction. They could all sense an unpleasant smell – humans.
When he reached Stanislav's spot, he could only see dirt and dust; the clouds had already settled.
He flew directly into the enormous hole staring up at him from the ground where his friend used to
stand, and he shouted: "What have you done to him? Stanislaaaaaav!"
In the meantime, the circle around the lumberjacks formed by the wolves was narrowing...

The Woods: "Not only Bojan, but all the inhabitants of the forest were upset. A creature cannot just walk
into someone else's environment and start creating chaos. This creature did not stop at hunting for animals
at the edge of the forest, it entered deeper and started cutting down my trees. Why? Why? Actually, at that
time, I did not really want to know anything. I was furious!
"Humans do not realise that the vital powers of the trees they cut down before their time remain in the
roots, in the ground, and do not disappear concurrently with their trunks which are so greedily felled. Oh,
no! This power accumulates beneath the surface and grows and grows. The time had now come for it to
burst out through Stanislav and to demonstrate its wrath over the foolish and selfish human race."

20
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Confrontation: The Man And The Tree
Roaring in rage at the top of the hill, Stanislav regarded his forest where the revenge of the forest creatures
had begun. He was not going back there. The mighty red oak looked at the other side of the forest, towards
a wide area of felled trees, where only their stumps remained. He could see a hot fire rising into the air in the
distance. His roots took him there.
After he had trampled through the deserted landscape where hardly any birds were singing, he stopped on a
hill. Below, he could see a grey river, which was, to him, something unknown. It was full of small, noisy machines.
"This is a road," a small tree on his right said.
"People built it last year," a bigger tree behind him added.
"And we could only stand here and watch," the thick tree on his right said.
"We couldn't do anything, not even when the cars started hitting the forest animals or when the traffic
became thicker and we had to tolerate the dark fumes from the big trucks," a fourth voice added.
"No, this can't be happening," Stanislav said, upset. "No," he repeated, pulling his roots back out of the
ground and vigorously heading in the direction of the valley, towards the asphalt motorway. He had thought
that this was a riverbed, that some ancient river had left its path and went on its way. The air was thick
because of the smoke, in which Stanislav could smell the unlucky trees that had been cut down.
The Woods: "Stanislav's roots were taking him in the right direction. He understood that the power that
had been accumulating in him all these years was finally being unleashed and that he alone was the master
of it. He held the power of all my inhabitants. He held all my power."

21
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As the only lumberjack who was still awake threw the last log of wood onto the fire which was keeping
their enormous camp – one of many such, each with numerous lumberjacks parked in the middle – warm,
he heard a tremendous noise behind him. Stanislav's branches were beating around, moving the tents and the
containers. The ground was shaking, making rumbling sounds when the soil rose, and a fine sand was thickening
the night air. The sleeping lumberjacks woke up and ran out of their temporary houses; the lights in the shelters
were turned on and panic-stricken screams could be heard all over the camp. The lumberjack's blood froze in
his veins when he saw his friends flying up in the air. The most resourceful among them climbed onto the Tigers,
the lights and the saws of which were also glaring angrily at the raging tree. Before the Tigers could reach
Stanislav, he swept them away with his roots like they were small pieces from a board game. He threw the first
machine into the second, the third into the fourth... until their lights went out and their saws became silent.
The lumberjack looked at the camp around him with his heart thumping. His eyes twitched as he saw the
wild red oak disappearing extremely fast into the unfriendly night-time fog. The voice of his boss came from
behind him, and said: "Let's go, people. We're leaving this cursed place this very minute and we're not waiting
for anyone..."

22
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The Woods: "At the time, thirty such camps had been temporarily but violently
set up in my embrace. They were full of lumberjacks and Tigers that relentlessly cut
down my precious trees. After Stanislav had made his way through almost all of the camps and
after the forest animals took revenge on the others, the humans finally left. While our struggle was
not long, the battle against Nature proclaimed by man long ago has been. And this battle was not only
proclaimed, but people started making it happen, without opposition from the other side. What is easier than
picking on someone who cannot or will not put up a fight against you? But to think that would be wrong."

23
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Instead Of A Conclusion
The Woods: "Are you curious where Stanislav is today? You will never know for sure, but his presence can
be felt on every promenade along which trees are planted, in every little tree, as well as in the vast tropical
rainforests. So be careful and aware of what you are doing! And how do I know that? A fat little albino bat
whispered it in my ear. He was also the only bat that married a cow."

For many years, virgin forests have preserved the harmony of life on Earth, providing a home to
two-thirds of the animals on our planet. They also help maintain the proper climate that we need
to survive, because trees can absorb and store enormous quantities of carbon dioxide. By cutting
and burning down forests, there are less and less trees to absorb it, and this harmony is interrupted.
Carbon dioxide emissions are caused by road and air traffic, by industry and energy production,
and by many other things in our everyday lives. Climate experts nowadays blame greenhouse gas
emissions for the changes that humanity is already experiencing - climate change.
To end, we would like to share with you some thoughts from the Supreme Master Ching Hai:
"We die without trees. The water will be less because there are no trees to attract water and to
keep water when it is there. ... Everything on this planet, including us, is interrelated to help each
other to make our lives here comfortable and liveable, comfortably. But if we don't know that,
we are killing ourselves. Every time we kill a tree, or kill an animal, we are killing a little part
of ourselves. If we have to cut trees, we replant some more. Put three more."
The Authors
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